EAST SCARBOROUGH WORKS
A place based workforce development strategy

WE HAVE SEEN THE CHALLENGES
PEOPLE IN EAST SCARBOROUGH
NEED JOBS
 pproximately 30% of people in
A
East Scarborough are living in poverty
(living below the Low Income Cut Off)

Few
jobs in the area that are stable
and/or pay sustaining wages

Full
time manufacturing jobs have declined,
while part-time retail jobs have increased
 oor transit connections to the downtown
P
and the jobs and services there
 5-16% unemployment among youth in
1
east Scarborough

WRAP AROUND SUPPORT PROVIDERS
NEED TO EFFECTIVELY PREPARE CANDIDATES
FOR THE LOCAL WORKFORCE:
Wrap around supports assist marginalized
people in stabilizing their lives so that that they
can engage in job seeking and employment.
These agencies provide access to services
that address gaps and barriers faced by job
candidates - for example child care/elder care,
mental health, housing, legal, transportation etc.
Challenges for wrap around support providers
include:
Lack of resources to offer local candidates
Programs and services for candidates that
don’t meet the needs of employers

WE HAVE SEEN AN OPPORTUNITY
Over the next 2-20 years, significant investment in public institutions
and infrastructure in East Scarborough is forecast. These public
projects are bringing investment to the KGO community:
The University of Toronto Scarborough Campus (UTSC) master plan
includes investments of $0.5 billion in expansion; the anticipated
Scarborough “super-hospital” and LRT expansions hold the promise
of millions of dollars of investment in construction jobs over the next
decade or two.

EAST SCARBOROUGH WORKS

leverages local public spending to benefit the community
by creating local employment opportunities.
It acts as a bridge between players, creating new processes and
pathways to link people looking for work to jobs and training for the
jobs being created in the community as a result of public spending
in institutions, organizations and infrastructure projects.

WHAT WE SET OUT TO DO

JOBS
CREATED BY
PUBLIC SECTOR
SPENDING

East Scarborough Works (ESW) was run as a 3-year pilot
under the Ontario Local Poverty Reduction Fund.
The purpose of this early work was to:
1. Understand what local systems helped or
hindered local people from getting local jobs
being created as a result of public spending
2. Create a local workforce development network
that included employers, unions, residents,
employment organizations
3. Prototype solutions to system fragmentation

Employment
support

Employers
College
programs/
pre-apprenticeship

Trade unions/
technical skill
training

WHAT WE LEARNED
96% of key players in the system reported a belief
that a local networked approach would improve
employment outcomes for people living in poverty.
A Local Workforce Development Pathway is created by:

Essential skill/
foundational
skill training

Wrap around
supports

LOCAL PEOPLE
IN NEED OF
EMPLOYMENT

Employment
pathway access/
knowledge of
what’s available

Our work revealed that while
jobs are created and employment
supports are available, it’s all
done within a disconnected system.
Local residents are finding that
programs, services and training
are not always relevant to the jobs
being created in their community.

investing the time to learn the landscape in each sector
understanding the labour market
completing a sector-based analysis
developing relationships between employers, training organizations,
wrap around supports and residents seeking employment
developing sector specific workback plans

We want to

CONNECT THE PATHWAY

so that residents can access
supports in a smooth manner,
addressing immediate needs
while offering access to
(i.e. forecasting jobs available in the future, identifying skills needed, putting
long-term
skills development
in place appropriate training and reaching out to appropriate candidates
A
place
based
workforce
development
strategy
for
local
job
opportunities.
to take the training and thus be ready when the jobs are created)

EAST SCARBOROUGH WORKS
JOB STRATEGY TO HIRE LOCALLY
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FROM ACROSS
MULTIPLE SECTORS

OUR
LOCAL WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
IS GROWING
At the end of the 3-year pilot, The Storefront hosted a
symposium with 100 key players from across the system.
These players did a deep dive into the strengths, opportunities
and challenges of workforce development in East Scarborough
which we are using to guide our work moving forward.

CONNECTING LOCAL NETWORKS ENABLES US TO
PROTOTYPE SOLUTIONS
The East Scarborough Works network is made up of dozens
of institutions, organizations and businesses, too many to list.
Central to connecting residents to the network and employment
pathways are our Employment partners and Funders:

PLAYERS FROM
ACROSS THE NETWORK
REPORTED LEARNINGS:
91% reported learning
about how they could
support workforce
development pathways
95% reported
learning more about
the pathways
96% reported gaining
trust and confidence in
the network of people
working on developing
the pathways
98% reported building
new connections outside
their usual network

Employment Partners
PROTOYPING OF

3 LOCAL NETWORK
BASED SOLUTIONS
RESULTED IN:

Funders

95 residents
connected with
sector specific training
66 residents
to become employed
locally through accessing
training opportunities
and the connections
to employers engaged
in the project
“I am one more step closer
to pursue a successful career
as an Electrician”
- Resident

O HIRE LOCALLY
The players from across
the East Scarborough
eco-system recommended
that we focus on four things:
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communicate with one
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figuring out what jobs are
coming to the community
and plan training
and communications
accordingly
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 aking sure that training is
m
relevant to jobs forecasted,
PPORTSand effective
SUaccessible,
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 nding ways to integrate
fi
essential skills training as
part of the employment
pathway
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JOB READINESS
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U
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GROWING NETWORK
TO BUILD THE
LOCAL WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY
FIND OUT MORE AT
connectedcommunities.ca/
east-scarborough-works
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WRAPPUBLIC
AROUNDSECTOR
SUPPORT PROVIDERS?
Change in
the way wrap around supports are understood:
SPENDING
 ole: The critical role of wrap around services in stabilizing people’s
R
lives is being more widely and deeply understood and valued by
employers, unions alike, who now better appreciate:
• the critical role played by wrap around support providers in job
seeker success
• the need for case management or an ongoing role for wrap
around support providers not only leading up to training and
employment but into the period in which the person is working
or in training

College
Funding: clarified the limitations
of the funding environment:
programs/
• Players along the pathway better understand the wrap around
pre-apprenticeship
service providers have the competency
but not the resources to

provide needed support
• better understanding of the short-term, project-based funding of
wrap around supports
• the funding is does not correspond with the expectation employers
and unions have that service providers are “always” available

 opulation served: addressed common misconceptions who lives
P
in poverty, why and what they can achieve if they are supported
with wrap around supports

Essential skill/
Value: Wrap around support isfoundational
being more widely recognized for
the value it brings in preparing and equipping a job candidate to
skill training
both secure and keep a job
Change in what wrap around supports are able to do:
 ore appropriate and streamlined referrals among service
M
providers
Increasing confidence in their own effectiveness

Longer-term implications:

Employment
pathway access/
knowledge of
what’s available

 mployers and unions:
E
• can see value to them of deeper relationship with wrap around
support providers
• can participate in urging better resourcing of wrap around support
services given the value to them in reaching their objectives
 SW approach gains momentum and cascades to other
E
geographic areas.
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